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Ising model for melt ponds on Arctic sea ice
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The albedo of melting Arctic sea ice, a key parameter in climate modeling, is determined by pools
of water on the ice surface. Recent observations show an onset of pond complexity at a critical area
of about 100 square meters. To explain this behavior and provide a statistical physics approach to
sea ice modeling, we introduce a two dimensional Ising model for pond evolution which incorporates
ice–albedo feedback and the underlying thermodynamics. The binary magnetic spin variables in
the Ising model correspond to the presence of melt water or ice on the sea ice surface. The model
exhibits a second-order phase transition from isolated to clustered melt ponds, with the evolution
of pond complexity in the clustered phase consistent with the observations.

PACS numbers: 64.60.De, 92.10.Rw, 05.10.-a, 89.20.-a, 89.75.-k

Phase transitions are at heart of the very existence of
the planetary cryosphere existence. Important elements
of Earth’s climate system such as sea ice, permafrost,
glaciers, the great land ice sheets covering Antarctica and
Greenland, etc., were formed under temperature change
resulting in phase transition, primarily between water
and ice. Phase transitions in the cryosphere remain of
continuing interest as the climate system warms, and are
crucial for the stability of the climate system.

As an important example of a phase transition, during
the melt season the Arctic sea ice cover becomes a com-
plex, evolving composite of ice, melt ponds, and open wa-
ter. Melting is strongly influenced by the morphological
characteristics of the ice cover, such as the size and shape
of melt ponds and ice floes. Albedo, light transmission,
and melting are closely connected to melt pond character-
istics, while floe perimeter is a primary control parameter
for lateral melting. While snow and ice reflect most in-
cident sunlight, melt ponds and ocean absorb most of it.
The overall reflectance or albedo of sea ice is determined
by the evolution of melt pond geometry [1, 2] and ice floe
configurations [3]. As melting increases, so does solar ab-
sorption, which leads to more melting, and so on. This
ice-albedo feedback has played a significant role in the
decline of the summer Arctic ice pack [4], which most
climate models have underestimated [5]. It is through
this feedback mechanism that the phase transition be-
tween water and ice on the local scale leads to critical
changes on the sea ice surface, which may be identified
as a phase transition on the global scale.

A possible geometric signature of this global phase
transition is found in Ref. [6], where it was discovered
from analyzing images of Arctic melt ponds that the pond
shape transitions from simple to complex around a crit-
ical area of 100 m2. Hence in this paper we explain this
phenomenon based on classical models for phase tran-
sitions such as the Ising model [7]. This approach can
provide fundamental new insights into the melting pro-
cess and the evolution of sea ice albedo, as well as new
definitions of critical phenomena in the climate system

through classical statistical physics. See also Ref. [8] for
an Ising-like model for tropical convection.

The statistical physics model proposed in this paper
illustrates how an initial snow/ice topography may give
rise to interconnected melt ponds over multiple years.
This new model complements existing models such as
Refs. [1, 9] proposed to better represent sea ice in climate
models. As observed in Ref. [2], the initial ice topogra-
phy that supports melt ponds results from snow melt-
ing, and so should exhibit the same spatial scale as the
characteristic wavelength lc ≈ 0.6 m of snow piles [10].
Subsequently, melt ponds tend to drain to a constant
water level guided by the preexisting ice topography and
facilitated by brine channels that may connect different
ponds. Since these brine channels may eventually con-
nect melt ponds to open ocean, this water level is ex-
pected to correlate positively with the sea level. On a
relatively short time scale, say for some portion of a sin-
gle melting season, percolation through a fixed ice to-
pography (see e.g. [11]) is expected to predict the melt
pond pattern well. However, on a longer time scale, the
ice topography changes significantly due to melting and
freezing, and the percolation model by itself is no longer
appropriate. Traditionally, the time evolution of the ice
topography is described using partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs) that incorporate the detailed mechanisms
of drainage, melting and freezing. In comparison, our
new model based on statistical physics is considerably
easier to formulate and implement, while retaining the
essential physics.

To begin the analysis, we note that melt ponds are
formed during the melting season which lasts τ0 ≈ 90
days each year in the summer. In the remainder of the
year, melt ponds are refrozen and so the ice topography
is largely preserved until the next melting season [12].
Hence to describe the evolution of melt ponds, it suffices
to account for physical processes within each melting sea-
son. The time interval for the formation of melt ponds
is denoted by t ∈ [0, τ ], namely t = 0 is the time be-
fore any melting occurs and t = τ is the time when melt
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ponds are observed. Thus the time interval τ ∈ [0, τ0]
corresponds to first-year ice, τ ∈ [τ0, 2τ0] corresponds to
second-year ice, and so on. The key assumption of our
model is that the melt pond system at time τ tends to
minimize a Hamiltonian H(τ) that depends on the ini-
tial ice topography denoted by h and the water level w(t)
where t ∈ [0, τ ], and the height coordinate is chosen such
that h has zero mean. Physically H(τ) represents the
thermal free energy possessed by the melt pond system
at time τ . The state variable in our model is a binary
variable si, referred to as spin in statistical physics, such
that si = +1 (si = −1) corresponds to water (ice). The
location index i is defined on a 2D square lattice with the
lattice constant a taken to be the spatial scale lc above.
The magnetization M is defined as

M =
1

N

∑

i

si, (1)

where N is the number of lattice sites. The pond fraction
F , namely the fraction of up-spins, is therefore related to
M by M = 2F − 1. In a pure percolation process, at any
time t melt ponds drain to the water level w(t) such that

si = +1 (si = −1) when ηi0(t) > 0 (ηi0(t) < 0), (2)

where

ηi0(t) = w(t) − hi. (3)

Hence at time t, for an arbitrary spin configuration si, we
take the water depth (ice height) when si = +1 (si = −1)
to be ηi1(t) (η

i
2(t)) where

ηi1(t) = max (ηi0(t), 0), ηi2(t) = max (−ηi0(t), 0). (4)

In the following we derive the Hamiltonian H in terms of
ηin(t), n = 0, 1, 2. The physical considerations above sug-
gest that H = Hp +Hm where Hp and Hm respectively
represent contributions from percolation and melting.
The percolation free energy Hp represents the ther-

mal energy taken to create si via freezing/melting rel-
ative to the pure percolation case given by Eq. (2)
with t = τ . The energy released from freezing wa-
ter is Lρ1a

2ηi0(τ), while the energy taken to melt ice
is −Lρ2a

2ηi0(τ), where L =3.34× 105 J · kg−1 is the la-
tent heat of melting, and ρ1 (ρ2) is the density of wa-
ter (ice). To simplify the resulting expression we take
ρ ≡ ρ1 = ρ2 =1× 103 kg ·m−3. Hence the percolation
free energy may be written as

Hp(s
i; τ) = −

1

2

∑

i

Lρa2ηi0(τ)s
i. (5)

The melting free energy Hm represents the thermal
energy transferred between neighboring sites in the en-
tire melting process t ∈ [0, τ ]. Assuming for simplicity
that the water temperature Θw > 0 is independent of

location and time and the ice temperature is identically
zero (both measured in Celsius), the energy transferred
between either two water sites or two ice sites is then
identically zero. Between a water site i and an ice site j,
the heat flux is φ1 = κ1∇Θ (φ2 = κ2∇Θ) on the water
(ice) side, where∇Θ = Θw/a, and κ1 =1.4× 10−7 m2s−1

(κ2 =1.3× 10−6 m2s−1) is the thermal diffusivity of wa-
ter (ice). The energy transfer rate at time t is therefore
respectively given by φ1k1ρaη

i
1(t) for the energy released

by the water site, and φ2k2ρaη
i
2(t) for the energy re-

ceived by the ice site, where k1 =4.2× 103 J · kg−1deg−1

(k2 =2.1× 103 J · kg−1deg−1) is the specific heat of wa-
ter (ice). Hence the melting free energy takes the form

Hm(si; τ) =
∑

〈i,j〉:

si>0,sj<0

ρτ0Θw

×
(

κ1k1α
i
1(τ) + κ2k2α

j
2(τ)

)

, (6)

where 〈i, j〉 denote nearest neighbor pairs, and

αi
n(τ) =

1

τ0

∫ τ

0

ηin(t)dt, n = 1, 2. (7)

Therefore the total free energy is, after normalization

H(si; τ) = −
∑

i

ηi0(τ)s
i+

∑

〈i,j〉:

si>0,sj<0

(

J1α
i
1(τ) + J2α

j
2(τ)

)

,

(8)
where Jn = 2knκnτ0Θw/(La

2), n = 1, 2. Now the only
physical parameter to be specified is the water temper-
ature Θw. Since water has lower albedo than ice, larger
pond fraction F leads to more absorbed solar radiation
and thus higher Θw. For simplicity we take Θw = 8F
based on the observation that Θw = 2 when F = 25%
[12, 13]. Hence in terms of the magnetization M we have

Jn = Jn(M + 1), n = 1, 2, (9)

where J1 = 0.3 and J2 = 5J1. The statistical physical
model defined by Eqs. (8–9) will be referred to as the
percolation-melting Ising model (PMIM).
The PMIM is similar to the classical random field Ising

model (RFIM) (see e. g. [14]) due to the presence of a ran-
dom external magnetic field and ferromagnetic coupling
between neighboring spins. However, in the PMIM the
coupling constant is nonzero only between antiparallel
spins, and depends on both the local external magnetic
fields and the overall magnetization. The latter depen-
dence implies that as the overall magnetization increases,
the coupling constants also increase, which leads to more
clustering of parallel spins and therefore even higher over-
all magnetization. This analog of ice-albedo feedback is
essential for the novel properties of the PMIM, including
in particular a new phase transition as detailed below.
In the following we present Monte Carlo (MC) simula-

tion results for the PMIM at temperature T . For T ≈ 0
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we use 10 MC steps since the system is expected to con-
verge rapidly to a minimum of H. For larger T we use up
to 100 MC steps to reach statistical equilibrium. Unless
otherwise stated, the number of lattice sites N is taken
to be 1024× 1024. For simplicity we choose hi to be in-
dependent Gaussian variables with zero mean and unit
variance, and w(t) to be the following sinusoid

w(t) = w0 + w1 cos (2πt/τ0), (10)

where the period is taken to be the duration of the melt-
ing season τ0 = 90 days. Unless otherwise stated, the
coefficients in Eq. (10) are chosen to be w0 = −0.1 and
w1 = −0.5, such that the pond fraction varies between
10% and 40% consistent with observations [2], or equiv-
alently the magnetization varies between −0.8 and −0.2
as shown in Fig. 1(a). A more realistic expression for
w(t) may be deduced from ODE models for sea ice (see
e.g. Ref. [9]).
Figure 1 shows the MC simulation results at a very

low temperature T = 0.01. Figure 1(a) shows the mag-
netization M as a function of time τ ; the spin configu-
rations si at the labeled points (i)–(iv) are shown right
below. Comparing panel (i)/(iii) with (ii)/(iv), we see
that within a single period, M(τ) varies in accordance
with w(τ) with maxima (minima) attained in the middle
(end) of the period. For τ > 0, M(τ) is always lower
than the magnetization Mp(τ) computed for pure perco-
lation, namely at J1 = J2 = 0. Over multiple periods,
M(τ) gradually decreases towards M = −1, consistent
with observations on multi-year ice in Ref. [15].
The spin configurations in Fig. 1(i)–(iv) may be classi-

fied into an isolated phase and a clustered phase, where
the ponds are respectively isolated (panels (ii) and (iv))
and clustered (panels (i) and (iii)). The existence inter-
vals of these two phases can be readily identified from the
plot of the first derivative M ′(τ) as shown in Fig. 1(b).
For τ ∈ [0, τ+1 ], M ′(τ) is smooth and the system remains
in the isolated phase. At τ = τ+1 , M ′(τ) increases dis-
continuously and the system transitions from the isolated
phase to the clustered phase. For τ ∈ [τ+1 , τ−1 ], M ′(τ) is
smooth and the system remains in the clustered phase.
At τ = τ−1 , M ′(τ) increases discontinuously again and
the system transitions from the clustered phase back to
the isolated phase. These processes are then repeated in
the following periods, while the existence interval of the
clustered phase τ ∈ [τ+k , τ−k ] shrinks as k increases. Thus
after sufficiently many periods, it is expected that the
clustered phase vanishes and the isolated phase persists.
The transition between these two phases is identified as
second-order due to the discontinuity in the first deriva-
tive of the order parameter M .
The effect of external noise on melt pond evolution,

resulting for example from atmospheric forcing [17], can
be studied using the PMIM at finite temperature T . Fig-
ure 2(a) shows the MC simulation results at the same pa-
rameters as in Fig. 1(iii) but for varying T . It can be seen
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FIG. 1. MC simulation results for the PMIM defined by
Eq. (8–9) at T = 0.01. (a) Plot of the magnetization M

as a function of time τ . The period τ0 = 90 days represents
the duration of the melting season; thus the time interval
[(k − 1)τ0, kτ0] corresponds to k-th year ice. The function
Mp(τ ) represents M(τ ) computed at J1 = J2 = 0. The
spin configurations si at the labeled points are shown on a
128 × 128 domain with (i) τ = 45; (ii) τ = 90; (iii) τ = 135;
(iv) τ = 180. The up-spins and down-spins are respectively
shown in blue and white. See [16] for an animation of panels
(i-iv). (b) Plot of the first derivative M ′(τ ). The value of τ
at the maximum (minimum) of M ′(τ ) in the k-th period is
denoted by τ+

k (τ−

k ).
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FIG. 2. The magnetization M of the PMIM at the same
parameters as in Fig. 1(iii) but for varying temperature T

(panel (a)) or mean water level w0 (panel (b)).

that as T increases, the magnetization M first increases
slowly, then decreases sharply at a critical temperature
Tc ≈ 0.9, and increases slowly again. At T = Tc, the
system appears to transition from the clustered phase to
the isolated phase. Assuming that the external noise is
small [17], then only the low temperature regime T < Tc

is physically relevant.
The effect of climate change on melt pond evolution

can also be studied using the PMIM in the low temper-
ature regime. The main sea ice parameter that responds
to climate change is the overall thickness of the ice pack.
This in turn affects melt ponds through the mean water
level w0, which decreases as the ice pack thickens and
vice versa. Figure 2(b) shows the PMIM at the same
parameters as in Fig. 1(iii) but for varying w0. As w0

increases the system transitions from the isolated phase
to the clustered phase at w0 ≈ −0.24.
The up-spin clusters in Fig. 1(iii) at τ = 1.5τ0 cor-

respond to well developed melt ponds on multi-year ice
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FIG. 3. Area perimeter plots for the up-spin clusters in
Fig. 1(iii) at T = 0.01 and T = 0.05. (a) Log-log plot of
the perimeter P versus the area A at T = 0.01. (b) Plot of
the variance σ(log (P )) as a function of A (log scale). (c) Log-
log plot of the probability prob(A) as a function of A. For
(b-c), the T = 0.01 and T = 0.05 cases are respectively shown
in black and green. To compare with observations, A and P

are shown in physical units with the lattice constant a = 0.6
m. The number of lattice sites N is increased to 4096× 4096
to improve the statistics.

or transition zones in Ref. [6]. Indeed in this case, the
shapes of the smaller clusters are relatively simple while
those of the larger clusters are more complex. We re-
mark that the coexistence of spin clusters has also been
observed in the classical RFIM [18]. To facilitate com-
parison with observations in Ref. [6], the area A and the
perimeter P in the PMIM are shown in physical units as
Aa2 and Pa where appropriate, with a = 0.6 m being
the lattice constant as stated above.

Figure 3(a) shows the log-log plot of P versus A for
these clusters at T = 0.01. It can be seen that similar to
Ref. [6], the lower edge of the cluster of points exhibits
a change of slope at a critical area Ac. To quantify the
onset of complexity, we define the elasticity as the vari-
ance σ of log (P ), and identify the onset of complexity
with maximum elasticity. Fig. 3(b) shows the elasticity
σ(log (P )) as a function of A for T = 0.01 (black dots)
and T = 0.05 (green dots). It can be seen that there
indeed exists a critical area Ac, such that σ(log (P )) in-
creases (decreases) approximately linearly with log (A)
for simple (complex) ponds with A < Ac (A > Ac). As T
increases, the critical area Ac increases slightly, while the
elasticity σ(log (P )) remains almost unchanged for sim-
ple ponds but increases slightly for complex ponds. The
maximum elasticity occurs at a critical area of Aca

2 ≈ 50
m2, which agrees well with the observed critical area of
about 100 m2 in Ref. [6].

To compare with recent mapping of melt ponds in
Ref. [15], Fig. 3(c) shows the log-log plot of the prob-
ability distribution prob(A) as a function of the area A
for T = 0.01 (black dots) and T = 0.05 (green dots).
It can be seen that the probability exhibits a power law
scaling as a function of area, which agrees with the ob-
servations made in Ref. [15]. As T increases, the prob-
ability remains almost unchanged except that the power
law scaling extends to even larger area.

Finally, we remark that the above transition between
the isolated and clustered phases in the PMIM is also

found in the following simplified model

H(si) = −
∑

i

(w − hi)si − J(M + 1)
∑

〈i,j〉

sisj , (11)

where w and J > 0 are constants. This model differs from
the classical RFIM only in that the coupling constant
increases with the overall magnetization, and thus may
be of considerable theoretical interest.

In this paper we have proposed a two-dimensional Ising
model, referred to as the percolation-melting Ising model
(PMIM), to describe the evolution of Arctic melt ponds.
As long as the external noise is small, the system always
evolves into an ordered phase where the ponds are either
isolated (the isolated phase) or clustered (the clustered
phase). The clustered phase is present for part of the
melting season and features coexistence between simple
and complex ponds. The critical area for the onset of
complexity is found to be consistent with the observa-
tions made in Ref. [6]. The transition between the iso-
lated and clustered phases is found to be second-order.
This phase transition may be interpreted as a tipping
mechanism in sea ice-albedo feedback [9]. The detailed
understanding of Arctic melt ponds pursued in this paper
may advance our ability to model the future trajectory
of the Arctic sea ice pack (e.g., through parameterizing
Global Climate Models [19]).

The statistical physical approach developed in this pa-
per may be generalizable to closely related systems such
as Arctic permafrost lakes [20].
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